
In the ever-evolving world of cryptocurrency, UpOnly has established itself as a 

transformative entity. The newly developed UpOnly platform is an all-

encompassing ecosystem, equipped with a broad range of features tailored for the 

multifaceted needs of crypto projects. This platform is more than just a tool; it's a 

catalyst for growth, allowing projects to quickly access and implement 

functionalities that would otherwise take considerable time and resources to 

develop.


UpOnly: Empowering Your Crypto 
Project with Comprehensive, Ready-to-
Use Features




UpOnly differentiates itself by offering comprehensive solutions spanning from 

marketing and community engagement to fundraising, trading, and financial 

services. It addresses the diverse needs of the crypto community, positioning itself 

as an indispensable resource.


Visibility is paramount in digital marketing. UpOnly caters to this need 

with effective marketing and promotional tools. Our Banner (Ads) 

service, launching in Q1 2024, enables projects featured in the UpOnly 

data directory to manage advertisements on their pages, enhancing 

visibility and generating revenue. The integrated Blog feature is a potent 

content marketing tool, helping projects to effectively communicate 

their vision, updates, and insights.


Marketing and Promotion: Amplifying 
Your Reach



At the heart of every successful crypto project is its community. UpOnly bolsters 

community engagement with interactive features like Tournaments, Betting contests, 

and Voting contests. These tools foster a sense of investment and loyalty among 

users. Notably, #P2E projects can run tournaments effortlessly, with UpOnly's 

#W3aaS tools managing everything from registration to prize distribution. The 

Prediction Platform allows gaming projects to let their community bet on game 

outcomes. Voting contests enable projects to adopt a DAO structure. These features 

are currently live and will be further streamlined with a dashboard control in Q1 2024.


Community Engagement and Contests: 
Building a Loyal Community



Fundraising is a critical aspect for crypto projects. UpOnly's 

ICO feature and open API, launching in Q1 2024, facilitate 

structured fundraising campaigns. This plug-and-play 

solution allows any project to easily integrate fundraising into 

their platforms.


UpOnly introduces various reward mechanisms to keep users engaged. The 

platform's Staking options and Reward point system are significant incentives. The 

Gachapon and Lootbox open API features, already live, add an element of surprise, 

enhancing user engagement. The Staking infrastructure is set to launch in Q2 2024.


User Incentives and Rewards: 
Enhancing User Experience


Fundraising and Investments: 
Streamlining Capital Influx




The KOL Tracker system, a novel and industry-first feature, allows for efficient 

monitoring of community members and Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs). This system is 

crucial for tracking the ROI of individual KOLs and managing them effectively, 

marking a significant advancement in community management.



The Marketplace feature, going live in Q1 2024, revolutionizes crypto trading and 

transactions. This first-of-its-kind cross-chain and cross-swap marketplace 

facilitates P2P transactions without centralized restrictions. Through the API, 

digital assets can be traded and integrated into any platform.




KOL Tracker System: Simplifying 
Contributor Activity Monitoring


Marketplace and Trading: Facilitating 
Seamless Transactions




UpOnly introduces Crypto or NFT loans, providing financial leverage and opening 

new economic channels within the crypto ecosystem. This service, launching in Q2 

2024, will further diversify the platform's financial offerings.



UpOnly's business model is designed to tap into various revenue streams. The 

platform offers a B2B model where all features are free for retail clients, while 

premium features are available to B2B clients for a fee. This model requires B2B 

clients to stake $UPO and pay a monthly fee to access the #W3aaS products.


Financial Services: Expanding Economic 
Opportunities

Revenue Generation Strategies



UpOnly accelerates project development, enhances marketing and community 

engagement, streamlines fundraising, boosts user engagement, and offers 

comprehensive financial services. With its data-driven approach and scalable 

solutions, UpOnly is poised to significantly impact the crypto market.

Key Benefits and Conclusion


